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INC: PIEZOELECTRIC FINFAN COOLING SYSTEM FOR NOTEBOOK COMPUTER (NB)

Piezoelectric FinFan Cooling System for Notebook Computer (NB)

Abstract
Integration of Fin and Piezoelectric Vibration Fan(FinFan) to force air flow for cooling notebook computer is
proposed. The air flow is forced through the flexible‐stretchable material, where the piezoelectric element
is placed on. Example of the system module for cooling notebook computer is illustrated.
The ultra‐compact piezoelectric FinFan that is thin enough to be installed in the gaps between parts, and to
develops a high enough pressure to generate sufficient flow rate within the narrow gaps found in densely
packed electronics. There is no compression concern as there is no running axial motor like normal blower
does.

Publication
Disclosed is a method and design for using Integration of Fin and Piezoelectric Vibration Fan(FinFan) to force
air flow for cooling notebook computer.
•

Piezo fan is used for some electronic cooling design but none aware for notebook design. The
advantage to use the piezoelectric element could save space in thinner and lighter notebook
computer design, with High cooling capability, lower noise, lower energy consumption and non fan
compression concern for thinner and light NB design.

Implementation:
• This is Integration of Fin and Piezoelectric Vibration Fan(FinFan) to force air flow for cooling notebook
computer. The air flow is forced through the flexible material, where the piezoelectric element is
placed on.
• Fig 1. is showing Piezoelectric FinFan Cooling System at static state. The system is consisted of through
electric piezo, one way valve, flexible‐stretchable film material. The one way valves can be placed on
the heat exchange Fin side to isolate the heat air inside, other one way valves are placed on enclosure
to let cooler air in system. Fig 2. a and Fig. 2 b are illustrating the working state of cooling activity.
•

Example of the Piezoelectric FinFan system module for cooling notebook computer is illustrated as Fig
3.

• The ultra‐compact piezoelectric FinFan which is thin enough to be installed and develops a high
enough pressure to generate sufficient flow rate in a densely packed electronics. There is no
compression concern as there is no running axial motor like normal blower does.
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